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Just got home from another boring day at work? Growing more and more concerned that you’ll be there until
you die? Then flick on the mind numbing violence that is the local news report! That’s what Donny Driver
does each day; watch the rich and famous being mangled by bullets, baseballs bat, anvils, and maybe a shark.
It all makes for great television. But life doesn’t let anyone sit around forever. A knock on the door and a
slight misunderstanding sends Donny out into the night, forced to commit the mindful violence and
destruction that he would have just DVR’d.

A Big Hit takes Donny through the highlights of urban life; from seedy night clubs and massage parlors to
concert halls and the fanciest restaurant in town. But dark shadows lurk in even the brightest shining city and
those dark shadows are filled with Donny’s new coworkers, all veterans eager to see Donny cut down and
willing to do the job. But messing with the new guy isn’t always fun.

Doing’s just as addictive as watching; and soon Donny finds himself thriving in his former world of
entertainment. He might be better than those on TV. He could also be worse.

Written by Jack Logan; who hopes more than anything this novel will keep him from getting up before noon
ever again.
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From reader reviews:

Michel Wilkerson:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their particular reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the ebooks. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve
their skill in writing, they also doing some study before they write with their book. One of them is this A Big
Hit.

Christopher Cunningham:

The publication with title A Big Hit has lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of gain
after read this book. This particular book exist new information the information that exist in this e-book
represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to find out how the improvement of
the world. That book will bring you in new era of the globalization. You can read the e-book on your smart
phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Micheal Ruiz:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. That book A Big Hit was bright colored and of course has pictures
on the website. As we know that book A Big Hit has many kinds or style. Start from kids until teenagers. For
example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and think you are the character on there. So , not at all of
book are generally make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and loosen up. Try to choose the best
book for you personally and try to like reading in which.

James Babb:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the
most beneficial book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is named of
book A Big Hit. Contain your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it could possibly add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about book. It
can bring you from one destination to other place.
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